We give a precise average-case analysis of a complete polynomial factorization chain over finite fields by methods based on generating functions and singadarity analysis.
Introduction
Polynomial factorization is basic to many areas of computer algebra [12] , algebraic coding theory [1] , computational number theory and cryptography [2, 6, 18, 20] . Its implications include finding complete partial fraction decompositions (a problem itself useful for symbolic integration), designing cyclic redundancy codes, computing the number of points on elliptic curves and building arithmetic public key cryptosystems.
Polynomial factorization may be carried out over any field, but the efficient algorithms are essentially probabilisfic and they eventually rely on factoring over a finite field Fq where q is a prime or the power of a prime, see [16] for an excellent introduction. This paper derives basic properties of random polynomials over finite fields that are of interest in the study of factoring algorithms. We show that the most important characteristics can be treated systematically by methods of "analytic combinatorics" based on generating functions and singularity analysis.
We have elected here to consider a classical factorization chain over finite fields that is at the same time simple, fairly efficient, and complete. It is close to what is used internally in the Maple computer algebra system [12] and to what is likely to be required of a general purpose computer algebra system that mostly deals with polynomials of intermediate "size". Our factorization chain may not be the fastest at the moment, compare for instance with Shoup's technique [24] . However the discipline of completely analyzing such algorithms, which is in the line of Knuth's works [16] , reveals parameters that are of intrinsic interest for polynomial factoring in general. To the best of our knowledge, such a task has not been undertaken systematically beyond rough (mostly worst-case) bounds.
Our reference factorization chain comprises the following three classical steps:
ERF: Elimination o/repeated factors replaces a polynomial by a squarefree form that contains all the irreducible factors of the original polynomial with exponents reduced to 1.
DDF: Distinct-degree factorization splits a squarefree polynomial into a product of polynomials whose irreducible factors all have the same degree.
EDF: Equal-degree factorization factors a polynomial the irreducible factors of which all have the same degree. For simplicity of exposition, we assume here that the characteristic p is odd, but the algorithms and their analyses can be easily adapted to the otherwise important eases of F2 and ]F~m. Our model assumes that a basic field operation has cost O(1); then the cost of a sum is O(n) and the cost of a product, a division or agcd is O(n2), when applied to polynomials of degree < n. For dominant asymptotics, we can freely restrict attention to polynomial products and gcd's whose costs can be taken under the standard form product: tin 2, gcd: r2n ~.
Summary of results
It is well-known [1, 16] that a random polynomial of degree n is irreducible with probability tending to 0 and has close to log n factors on average and with a high probability [4, 10] . Thus, the factorization of a random polynomial over a finite field is almost surely nontrivial.
The first phase ERF of our factorization chain classically starts with the elimination of repeated factors, a simplified form of squarefree factorization described in Section 4. Theorem 1 quantifies this process and shows that up to smaller order terms, the expected cost is dominated by a single gcd of the polynomial f to be factored and its derivative f', so that it is O(n 2) on average. In a precise technical sense, most of the factorization cost results from the subsequent phases since the non-squarefree part has average degree O(1).
The second phase DDF that is described in Section 5 splits the squarefree part a of the polynomial to be factored into a product a = bl 9 b2... b~, where b~ is itself the product of the irreducible factors of a that have degree k. This phase is based on elementary properties of finite fields and is the one with the highest computational cost, namely O(n 3) on average. Theorems 3,4,5 provide a precise comparison of three strategies: the naive rule, the "half-degree" rule and the "early abort" rule whose costs are found to be in the approximate proportion 3 2 Thus a savings of about one third results from controlling the DDF 1 :: ~ :: ~. phase by the early abort strategy. At the end of this phase, the factorization is complete with a probability ranging asymptotically between 0.56 and 0.67, see Theorem 6.
